
LOCATIONS & OTHER RELEVANT DATA:
The four stories that make up the Crusader Citadel are the top four

floors of the Harmon Building. The building contains thirteen stories of
offices. Above those are thirteen stories of condominiums. There is also
a two-floor basement and underground garage in the building.

CRUSADER CITADEL: MAP KEY
Level One
C-1. Computer Center: All along the western wall is the giant central
processing unit of the Crusaders’ main computer, storage units line the
northern and southern walls.

The center of this room holds an enormously complex computer
terminal with a twenty foot television screen for computer displays. This
terminal also contains the computer voice (for more information see
the section on TEACHER).

E-1. Electronics Lab: Along the north wall (left to right) is a tool
storage cabinet, battery charger and a canister of battery acid. Along
the east wall are various workbenches. In the southernmost section of
the room is the tube way to contain and muffle the shuttle exhaust and
the emergency generator, which is partially powered by storing
expelled heat energy. Five feet in front of this are an ultra-spectral light
analyzer and a mold and die machine (for pressing out electronic
components). Against the west wall is a micro-viewer which can project
enlarged images of an object or call up diagrams from the computer of
the headquarters itself or any relevant devices or other inventions of
interest, etc.
C-3. Chemistry Lab: On the far north wall there are two cabinets.
These contain the more dangerous chemicals (acids, highly poisonous
substances, corrosives, adhesives, etc.). In the center of the room are
six tables, all with various chemicals interconnected by tubes and
hoses, demonstrating numerous experiments in progress. In the south
part of the room are a radiation cylinder, another chemical work table,
and an electron microscope. Against the southern wall are light ray
generators (I R, UV, and others).
I. Infirmary: Along the eastern wall are two beds with cabinets of life
support equipment. There is another bed near the center of the room
with another cabinet next to it. Over this bed, connecting to the western
wall, is a medical sensor capable of diagnosing and recommending
treatments and prescriptions. Along the southern wall are two cabinets
containing assorted medical and first-aid equipment. On the north wall
is a visual display showing the life signs of all patients-The floor is
dotted with various pieces of large automated medical and surgical
equipment.

Also in this room are the bodies of any still-captive Crusaders, in
table-sized plexiglass tubes (½ inch thick, SR = 3) filled with a mind-
numbing vapor. One roll to wake up is allowed per hour after release,
without any chance of being awakened by friends. S-3 Storage Area:
Usually empty.

Level Two
R. Recreation Room: The walls of this room are lined with book-
shelves. There is a coffee table and comfortable chair in the northern-
most section of the room. In the center of the room, along the west
wall is a television set, a table and a sofa. Along the southern wall is a
table with a reading lamp with a chair on either side. In the eastern
section of the room is a circular table and chairs (where the Crusaders
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